Weishaupt WM-G10 ZM-PLN gas burner
The next-generation Low-NOx burner for ratings up to 1 MW with NOx emissions below 20 mg/Nm3

That’s reliability.

WM-G10 ZM-PLN:
for extremely low NOx emission limits

Air inlet with metal gauze filter

The air damper control has been designed to be
particularly aerodynamic

Weishaupt’s latest burner model, the
WM-G10 ZM-PLN, is for use where
extremely low NOx emission limits
are in force.

More safety
A UV flicker detector serves alongside
the ionisation probes as an additional
flame sensor, resulting in an extremely
high degree of safety.

Broad range of applications
The burner meets all the requirements
of a wide variety of heat exchangers.
One particular advantage of this type of
combustion system is that it can be
used on appliances with particularly
small combustion chambers, as well as
with more typical boilers.
Special mixing assembly
To achieve the low-level NOx emissions,
Weishaupt uses a well-thought-out
combination of premixing and surfacestabilised combustion.
The premixing ensures an homogeneous
gas / air mixture and reliable ignition.
Turndowns of 6:1 are achievable.
That’s reliability
The ignition electrodes and the ionisation
probes that serve as the primary flame
sensor are both air cooled in order to
safeguard their reliability.

A second air pressure switch guards
against contamination of the combustion
air and ensures the minimum air volume
is always available.
Well-thought-out details
To simplify installation, the burner flange
is mounted on the heat exchanger first,
before the combustion surface is inserted.
Likewise, with the burner hinged open, it
is possible to replace the combustion
surface without completely dismounting
the burner from the heat exchanger.
The metal gauze air filter can be fitted
with an optional protective sleeve that
can then be replaced once it becomes
excessively soiled.

Air-cooled ignition and flame electrode unit with
integral sight glass for visual flame inspection

Advantages:
• The combustion surface can be
withdrawn through the mounted
burner flange
• Air-cooled ignition and ionisation
electrode unit with sight glass for
flame inspection
• Separate air pressure switches to
monitor the inlet air pressure and
the mixing pressure
• Flame monitoring via ionisation
probe and UV flicker detector for
increased safety
• W-FM 50 digital combustion
manager (language neutral)
• Interference-free ignition unit
• Burner flange limit switch

The ceramic insulator, which is included
as standard, provides optimal heat
shielding to the mixing assembly and
the electrode unit.

• Silicone-free execution
• IP54 protection
• IE3 premium efficiency motor

A microweave mat made from a high-quality alloy
permits the right amount of gas / air mix to pass

A ceramic insulator provides optimal heat shielding
to the mixing assembly and electrode unit

Homogeneous, surface-stabilised combustion
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1.000 kW

Turndown

NOx < 50 mg/Nm3 at 3% O2

NOx < 50 mg/Nm3 at 3% O2

Natural gas

6:1

Maximum rating 650 kW

Maximum rating 1 000 kW

LPG

5:1

NOx < 20 mg/Nm3 at 3% O2

NOx < 20 mg/Nm3 at 3% O2

Maximum rating 550 kW

Maximum rating 900 kW

Operation with NOx < 50 mg/Nm3 requires an O2 content of approximately 6 %. · Operation with NOx < 20 mg/Nm3 requires an O2 content of approximately 8 %.

Weishaupt WM-G10 ZM-PLN
Burner motor with inbuilt contactor

Burner housing
can be hinged
open to the left or
right-hand side

Ignition electrode

Additional UV flicker
detector for
increased safety

Integral sight glass
for visual flame inspection

Ionisation electrode to
monitor combustion

Air inlet
filter with
metal gauze

Air damper actuator

Air pressure switch 1
(inlet air)

Ceramic
insulator

Air pressure switch 2
(mixing pressure)

Gas butterfly
actuator

Burner mat made from a highquality metal alloy

The next-generation Low-NOx burner for ratings up to 1 000 kW
That’s reliability

Weishaupt worldwide:
Branch offices across
Germany and numerous
subsidiary companies,
representatives and
agents across the world
provide local support.
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